PROFESSIONAL AUDIO/VIDEO
SOLUTIONS BY AVPRO

BY

AC-CX84-AUHD
8 Input, 4 output HDMI & hdbaseT
classroom/CONFERENCE ROOM matrix
featuring Quick Switch

®

The ConferX 8x4 Matrix Switcher is the ideal solution for any conference room, classroom or huddle space. This 4K switcher can display any of the eight
sources through both the HDBaseT and HDMI output ports. All four of the outputs are completely independent of each other allowing the user to show
four sources at the same time. With additional audio inputs and outputs, working with a microphone or intercom system will not be a problem. When you
need a stable solution for video distribution, look to the entire line of ConferX products. With four HDBaseT inputs this switch works alongside two directly
connected ConferX Wall Plate Transmitters. You can have Mini DisplayPort, HDMI, VGA or USB-C inputs located up to 100 meters away from the AC-CX84AUHD. With the Quick Switch feature these remote sources still switch at the same time as a local HDMI source, keeping your system running smoothly. This
allows a teacher or presenter to use their laptop directly at the podium or presenters’ station without having to connect anything to the matrix switcher.
This switch also features mirror mode, allowing the same source to be played through the HDMI and HDBaseT ports that are side by side. This turns your
8x4 into an 8x2 with mirrored HDMI and HDBaseT outputs. The AC-CX84-AUHD gives any end user a simplified experience for sharing their ideas inside a
classroom, conference room or huddle space.
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package contents:

Compatible transmitters:

AC-CXWP-mdp-T

AC-CXWP-vga-T

AC-CXWP-USBC-T

AC-CXWP-hdmo-T

Compatible receivers:

AC-ex100-uhd-R3

AC-CX100-RAMP

AC-ex70-SC2-R

AC-ex70-444-Rne
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